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RECEIVING
After your purchase order is recorded, you can keep track of the 
quantity and cost of your order. SMS stores the order and waits 
for the good to come in. At the receiving time, the Purchase 
order is sent back, so you can accept only the quantity you 
ordered and minimize the risk of errors. With this process of 
matching your receiving with your purchase order, you can get 
an instant result on what is short and make a decision whether 
you want to follow up your back order or not. Printing labels right 
from the receiving deck is covered in SMS. Unlimited label 
formats are available and you can print one label per case or for 
every item you have received.

ONLINE INVENTORY

Inventory management is a major concern for companies 
today and we have addressed this issue based on our 
experience working with retailers. Taking inventory count is 
not easy but essential in a control environment. From 
importing a file from a third party inventory count company 
or doing your own inventory with a RF unit, SMS gives you 
all options. Our inventory screen helps you adjust or count 
inventory with a real picture on the effect of this adjustment 
on your inventory value at cost and retail. Timing is not a 
concern anymore, enter your inventory at your convenience 
and change the date of your inventory, SMS recalculates 
your inventory up to the minute.

Inventory count and/or adjustment
Variance on cost and retail calculation
Reason code for adjustment
Transfer of items between stores
Multiple searching capability
Suspension and retrieval of inventory count or adjustment

RF UNIT

Portable data units are widely used in retail stores because they 
allow you to save time and improve productivity. Our RF portable 
unit provides a complete access to your database so you can 
verify or change a price, receive stock, update information, 
enter orders, and even print labels. The portable units used with 
the SMS software give you access to any function of the SMS 
software. Being mobile in your store for executing your daily 
tasks is our priority.

Direct item maintenance
Price maintenance
Shelf location maintenance
Label printing ordering
Purchase order entry
Receiving verification
DSD receiving
Inventory count
Inventory adjustment
Transfer of items between stores
Ability to switch from RF to PC screen without losing the 
current transaction

BILLING�

Billing is not a headache anymore, you just need to match your 
supplier invoice with the information entered at the purchasing 
stage. Don't miss any allowance, rebate or discount, this is 
where your profit is. Billing back is also recorded so you can 
print a Debit note directly from SMS and mail it to your supplier.

�
SPECIFICATIONS

Direct store delivery
Expected delivery
Item report for open Purchase Order
Vendors access controlled by buyer
Shipping via vendor if different from supplier
Global discount as well as item discount
Configurable back order life by vendor and item
Multiple searching options for items
Real time analysis of sales, receiving, adjustment and 
inventory while ordering
Average of last 4 to 10 weeks sales on screen
Purchasing history
Best deal availability on screen
Order by case, unit or weight
Allowance, discount and rebate off/on invoice (% or $)
Generation of retail or sales prices based on discount
Comment by item available
Ability to keep track by user (ordering, receiving and billing) 
for every document
Quick list of open documents
Receiving from the list of Purchase Orders
Receiving from the list of backorder items
Ability to maintain item from Receiving screen
4 different bill backs
Export capability to a payable software
HTML editor to edit receiving/inventory information on screen
Document transfer between stores or between Head Office 
and stores
Document export available in different formats including XML


